Design and inspiration
Gyptone ceilings
1.2 Education

Reflecting everyday life

Gyptone®

Education

We spend time in classrooms or other rooms from nursery and kindergarten through to school and right up to university or other educational institutions.

From small rooms filled with activities and toys to large, common classrooms where many sounds and signals have to be heard as clearly as possible.

We cannot make children and youths be quiet but we can create a good environment where an understanding of speech and acoustics is an important factor.

There are many users of these rooms over time and that is exactly why Gyptone is a great choice. It is a solid product which can withstand everyday demands and is easy to maintain. If damage should occur you just replace one area and paint the wall or ceiling again without impairing the acoustics at all.

Inspiration in this brochure:

- Integrated teaching and library at a high school
- Classroom
- Science laboratory and open auditorium
- Open meeting room at business school and classroom
- Computer room
- Music room
Product: BIG Line 6
Product: BIG Line 6
Gyptone.com is not just a home page. Here you can find all Gyptone products "live" – see www.gyptone.com – choose the 3D product gallery and you will enter a 3D universe where all our products can be turned around and over, put together with different systems and displayed exactly the way you want them in your project.